Year 5 Knowledge Organiser
RE Summer Term 1
What I should already know?









That people have different ideas and believe different things and that
these are of equal value in British law.
That beliefs with deities are called religions That people who believe the
same thing often organise themselves into groups with spiritual leaders.
That religious groups have rituals and practices, which are specific and
sometimes unique to their religion.
That religious groups often have special buildings in which they meet to
worship.
That people with the same beliefs form and belong to groups and
communities (Belonging Unit).
That religious groups often have special sacred books which they use in
their worship and that these sacred writings often form the basis of their
beliefs - these religious beliefs are regarded as the truth by believers.
That the main religion in Britain is Christianity but that are also many
religious groups in our society such as Muslims.

What will I know by the end of the unit?











The meaning of the word “community”.
That the word for community in Islam is “Ummah”.
That the word for a religious journey is pilgrimage.
That Muslims take part in a ritual with thousands of
participants, known as “hajj”, which they must try to
do at least once in their lifetime.
That taking part in Hajj reinforcing the sense of
Ummah (worldwide Muslim community) for Muslims
That Muslims taking part in Hajj wear white clothing
known as Ihram.
That Muslims take part in a charitable ritual sharing of
wealth known as Zakat.
That there are 5 pillars of Islam: Shahada,
(Declaration of faith whispered into a baby’s ear at
birth) Salah (Daily Prayer) Zakat, (charity), Sawm
(Fasting during the festival of Ramadan ) and Hajj,
(Pilgrimage.
That communities are also made up of non-religious
groups.

Vocabulary
Community
Ummah
Islam
Muslim
Hajj
Pilgrimage
Mecca
Ihram
Shahadah
Salah
Zakat

Teaching Outcomes
Write a class definition of “community”.
List examples of community.
Annotate a picture of the hajj.
Sorting cards - Agree/disagree activity.
Discuss / list/ annotate features of communities.
Freeze Frame situation which might help a class
member to feel part of a community and one in
which someone else may not wish to be part of.

Key Knowledge
Community means a group with similar interests,
practices or origins.
That the word for community in Islam is
“Ummah”.
That the word for a religious journey is pilgrimage.
That Muslims take part in a ritual with thousands
of participants, known as “hajj”, which they must
try to do at least once in their lifetime.
That Muslims taking part in Hajj wear white
clothing known as Ihram.
· That Muslims take part in a charitable ritual
sharing of wealth known as Zakat.
-That there are 5 pillars of Islam: Shahada,
(Declaration of faith whispered into a baby’s ear at
birth) Salah (Daily Prayer) Zakat, (charity), Sawm
(Fasting during the festival of Ramadan) and Hajj,
(Pilgrimage).

Investigate!
Explore the meaning of the word “community”.
Find what happens when a Muslim takes part in
hajj. (Fifth pillar of Islam).
Examine how important taking part in hajj is for
Muslim sense of community.
Explore the third pillar of Islam called Zakat
(Charity).
Explore situations in which we might help others
to feel part of a community, and how others
might not want this for themselves.

